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ABSTRACT
To analyze color errors and their sources in the color
reproduction process, the reproduction is visually evaluated
and compared visually with the original scene color scales
and also with the original transparency viewed on a variable
brightness illuminator (D_00_) with an opaque reflective white
surround. Graphs (press plate curves, single color proofs
and END of single color proofs) have been added to the Kodak
tone-reproduction diagram (1960) to obtain more complete steps
in the analysis of the tone-reproduction and the color balance.
The GATF Evaluation Method of Ink Color is tested and the GARC
coioroTnetri c system, which is b rcr^:?. fi~^ Port's
c^-^-^----- -t_-ji;
system, is used to analyze colorimetric measurement. The
slightly dark reproduction, the shift of the color balance to
bluish cyan in the reproduction; the shift of hues, the magenta
toward red, the cyan and the green toward blue; and the desat-
uration of the blue, the cyan and the yellow are discovered as
errors in the reproduction. The possible improvements of these ^
errors are discussed.
The hope to combine the tone-reproduction analysis, the
GATF Evaluation of Ink Color and the GARC colorimetric system
into one system of analysis of the color errors is not fulfilled,
because the mask percentages obtained from the Evaluation of
Ink Color do not agree with that of the reproduction, process
and the hue error and grayness of the Evaluation of Ink Color
do not correspond with the visual hue and the color saturation.
However, the results of the colorimetric analysis, such as hue
errors and the saturation of reproduced color, correspond quite
well to the visual evaluation and the results of the tone-
reproduction of the colorimetric analysis can be related to the
reproduction process.
It is concluded that great benefit is* obtained by using
the three systems; the subjective evaluation, the tone-
reproduction analysis and the GARC colorimetric system for the
analysis of the color reproduction process.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of color errors and color correction by means
of photo-mechanical process in the graphic arts have been dona
in the most part by skilled craftsmen. Although many workers
experienced in the field do not use a quantitative approach,
they do recognize basic requirements and take them into consider
ation when exercising their judgment. Unfortunately, the worker
just entering the field of color reproduction is faced with the
costly and .time-consuming effort of gaining this experience by
trial and error.
The reproduction of color by photo-mechanica.l means has
been the subject of many scientific invpsi-jrati^5 ^nnrinr-t-ori ^n
determine the reasons for the failure of the process to faith
fully reproduce the hue, saturation, lightness, color balance,
as well as tone reproduction of color in the original. A number
of notable efforts have been made dealing with these problems by
such workers as J. A. C. Yule (1943, 1949, 1960a, 1960b, 1964),
F. R. Clapper (1953, 1962), F. R. Clapper and J. A. C. Yule
(1955), W. L. Rhodes, I. Pobboravsky, R. N. Norman (1959),
F. M. Preucil (1957 ), I. Pobboravsky (I960), R. E. Maurer (1961),
R. E. Maurer and D* Burger (1968), and I. Pobboravsky, M. Pearson
and J. A. C. Yule (1971).
The whole idea of this project is to study how to analyze
and evaluate a reproduction and a. reproduction process. The one
most important evaluation of a reproduction is a subjective
judgment of its quality without the original, and then compare
it visually to the original; so this is the first purpose under
this heading. The second purpose is to find out whether the
instrumental measurements or graphs agree in any way with the
subjective evaluation, or whether they help the worker to under
stand the faults of the picture and perhaps to find out the
possible improvement and correct them in future reproductions.
This objective investigation consists of: The 4-color tone-
reproduction analysis which is similar in example to the pre
viously published graphs (Kodak 1960) but has been modified to
provide a more complete analysis; the GARC colorimetric system,
rEr evaloaotinn of ink color. The GT'.P.C co ' ori^otric r-o4:o-~.
which is the previous work done by I. Pobboravsky, M. Pearson
and J. A. C. Yule in 1971, will be tested and the result of this
analysis will be compared with the subjective evaluation, the
4-color tone-reproduction analysis and the Preucil hue error
and grayness system in order to find out the relationship of
color errors between these systems and to think of possible
imorovements . Ir* order to accomplish these aims a transparency
was made, it was reproduced by a conventional reproduction
process (Figure 1) , and the results were analyzed in these
various ways as mentioned.
Outline of the Work
The work consisted of several parts:
1) Design color chart for more complete analysis of color errors,
2) Make the original color transparency.
3) Make masks, separation negatives, halftone positives, print
ing plates and proofs by Case-Hoyt printers.
4) Subjective evaluation of the reproduction.
5) Visual comparison of the reproduction to the original trans
parency and the original scene.
6) Measure the density of the step-tablet in all steps of the
reproduction process and analyze the results by means of a
rone-reproduction diagram (modified) .
7) Measure the R-, G-, and B- densities of the solid inks,
using a densitometer and interpret the results by plotting
in GATF color triangle.
8) Colorimetric measurement of the reproduction, the original
transparency and the original scene, using GARC small spot
colorimeter, analyze the results by using GARC colorimetric
system.
9) Classification of color errors and determination of
their sources.
10) Evaluation of the methods used and possible improvements
of the Color Reproduction Process.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND THE METHODS USED
A good color reproduction should reproduce the hue,
saturation and lightness of colors in the original and will
usually absorb the same amount of red, green and blue light
as the original. With this object in mind, the original trans
parency is photographed with red, green and blue light, and
printing plates are made from these color separations . The
plates are to be printed with inks which absorb red, green and
blue light;, that is, cyan, magenta and yellow inks. In the low-
cost, three-color reproduction process, there is a loss in color
accuracy so that the colors of the reproduction do not match
these of the original. This would be true even if a 'aood" set
of direct separations could be made. The printing plates made
from these separations would not produce the desired colors
because commercially available inks all fail to meet the des
cribed ideal of one-third spectral absorption and two-thirds
reflection; that is, these inks also absorb colors of light
which they should not absorb. An uncorrected reproduction with
existing inks will contain color errors. Color correction is
needed primarily to compensate for the fact that the absorption
of light by each ink is not restricted to a single region of the
spectrum (that is, the inks act as if contaminated by small
amounts of each other) . For example, the magenta ink absorbs
some blue light in addition to cjreen? that it to say, it is
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like a perfect magenta contaminated with yellow ink. To com
pensate for the apparent contamination of magenta ink by yellow
ink, the amount of yellow ink must be reduced wherever magenta
is printed. Similarily, the cyan ink absorbs some of the green
and a small amount of blue light; that is, it acts as if con
taminated with magenta and yellow ink and, therefore, the magenta
and yellow ink must be reduced wherever cyan is to be printed.
To do this, positive masks (low contrast positive image) give
color correction to separation negatives by adding their densi
ties to local areas from which too much of a color would print.
They are most often made from the regular set of separation
negatives, but may be also made from differently filtered nega
tives to vary the ccrreeti^i. Kow._ wfi-ca* o. t,Ii.L,w oX~wt_~
from the green-filter negative is used to correct the blue-filter
negative, and a similar contact from the red-filter negative
corrects the green-filter negative. In this projectf a low-
contrast negative mask is combined with the high-contrast
original transparency when making the color-separation negatives,
Its density range is thus reduced. Different masks used for the
various separation do effect hue and saturation - in fact, that
is the reason for using several masks.
Color reproduction and color correction are based on
analysis of color errors and their sources in the reproduction
and in the process. The methods of analysis in this project can
be divided into four parts as follows;
1* Subjective evaluation
1 . 1 Visual estimation of the aesthetic quality of the repro
duction without comparing with the original. The print
quality is in most cases more important than the accuracy
with which it matches the transparency.
1 . 2 Visual comparison of the reproduction and the original
transparency and the original scene. This comparison
helps us to understand the desired relationship between
original and reproduction, and to tell us whether the
print matches the original transparency. The viewing of
the transparency originals was done by placing an opaque
white surround, containing a number of reflection prints
as refCjTcioci cirourd the tranopai-ency, auu aujuouiiiy \~u<^
brightness of the transparency until it looks like the
surrounding prints (Ahrenkilde, Archer & Yule, 1971).
The transparency can then be evaluated as if it were a
reflection print. The Graphic Arts Proposed Standard
Dc000 light source is used in viewing this transparency.
2. Four-color tone-reproduction analysis.
No matter how good the inks are, the result of color
reproduction will not be satisfactory unless the tone render
ing is good. Ideally, the density of the reproduction would
equal that of the original at every point. Success depends
on controlling the exposure and development of
continuous-
tone negatives, the conditions of exposure of halftone
positives, the ink-film thickness, etc. The characteristics
of each of these steps can be studied separately and then
combined in a composite graph (tone-reproduction diagram
for the transparency masking method) . The amounts of the
three inks required to produce neutral grays are expressed
in terms of equivalent neutral density (END)*, which provides
s. method of studying color balance as well as tone reproduction.
A graphical tone-reproduction analysis of a transparency
masking method is helpful in understanding the relation among
the many variables affecting tone rendering and is beneficial
in setting up and controlling the overall process. There are
many characteristics besides tone reproduction which affect
ever, tone reproduction is the most important and most, critical,
Furthermore, a thorough understanding of tone reproduction is
necessary to achieve optimum quality in the other character
istics. The details will be described later.
3. Evaluation of Ink Color
The Preucil hue error and grayness system (I960) in
a practical situation is an evaluation of process inks which
*Evans' definition of the END of dye is as follows: "the
visual density it would have if it were converted to a neutral
gray by superimposing the just-required amounts of the fundamental
colors of the process."
In evaluating a patch of yellow ink, for example, we can
express it in terms of how much density is produced when the
proper amount of magenta and cyan is added to produce a neutral.
This densitiv defined as the END.
tell the approximate colors that any set of process inks can
produce, and the amount of color correction they will require.
In analysis of color errors, the plotting of data on some
sort of diagram is essential to visualize and evaluate it.
The GATF color triangle which is chosen to evaluate ink color,
originated as a variation of the familiar Maxwell triangle.
It differs from Maxwell triangle in that densities are used
*
in place of light intensities. The consequence of this is that
the "ideal" subtractive primaries cyan, magenta and yellow are
located on the corners instead of red, green and blue. Ideal
red, green and blue that would be produced by ideal pair of
cyan, magenta and yellow fall in the centers of the sides of
the triangle. Also the densities are converted to a new set
of parameters, hue error and grayness. The GATF color triangle
is suited to show the gamut of pure color that is possible with
a given set of inks and the chief advantage of this diagram is
that the masking scales printed on the perimeters of the color
triangle aid in determining color correction. (Wulff and
J$z>rgensen, 1953) =
To make an evaluation, first make reflection density
measurements of solid yellow, magenta and cyan. Measure the
density of each ink with a red (25) , green (58) and blue (47)
filter.
"L", "M" and "H" are the low, medium and high densitometer
rending:- for each solid printed color made through the three
filters. Assemble the figures in a table like the example -below,
Solid Ink Filter
"
Red (25) Green (5 8) Blue (4 7)
Cyan (L) = 0.02 (M) =
0.08'
(H) = 0.85
Magenta (L) =0.09 (H) = 0.89 (M) = 0.33
Yellow (H) =1.25 (M) =0.40 (L) = 0.17
To calculate hue error and grayness, use the following
equations . ,
M-L
Hue error in percent = 100 x
H-L
Grayness in percent 100 x -
The lower the percentage grayness of a process ink, the
higher its purity.
4 . Analysis of color errors by means of Colorimetric method
Color reproduction and color correction are based -on
analysis of color errors and their sources in the process.
Colors can be measured and analyzed in various ways, such as
by comparison with a set of standard colored materials (the
Munseli, Din or Ostwald systems of classification can be used),
or by colorimetric measurement through color filters, Densi
tometers are widely used in the graphic arts industry for
measuring color. For example, readings made through red, green
and blue filters (Kodak Wratten Filters Nos. 25, 58 and 47) are
used for evaluating the color of printing inks, usually in terms
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of F. Preucil's Evaluation of Ink Color. However, densitometers
do not "see" as the eye sees, since the instrument's spectral
sensitivities are not like those of the eye. Densitometer read
ings with the conventional filters are therefore unsuitable
for accurate specification of printing ink colors, unless it is
certain that the same pigments are always used. Even then,
errors may result from the fact that densitometers differ in
spectral sensitivity. The densitometer is Appropriate when
analyzing the steps of the reproduction process.
In evaluating the accuracy of color reproduction, commer
cially available colorimeters would be unsatisfactory because
they do not measure small enough areas to allow measurements to
he TTiaEle Of UTiifOTm crilo'*" ?ra in t.hf* orinina'i and T-h= rpnrodunrinn
Also, they refer to illuminant C* instead of the Graphic Arts
Proposed Standard Drnf) ** light source, which is now recommended
for making color comparison. For the reasons mentioned, the
GARC small spot colorimeter (SSC) is chosen for colorimetric
measurement.
This colorimeter is converted from a transmission and a
reflection densitometer by selecting filters*** so that its
spectral response, with the 0^,-.^ illuminant, conforms to that
*Illuminant C represents the chromaticity of an illuminant
similar to daylight.
**D5000
(5'000 K correlated color temperature).
***Comparison of filter packs used for small spot colorimeter
and densitometer is shown in the Append.ix.
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of the eye (Pearson and Yule, 1970) , that is, colors which
appear the same to the human eye should give the same readings,
and that colors which look different should give different
readings .
The colorimetric densities of red, green and blue will be
most significant, when they are transformed into the psycholog
ical attributes of color; that is, hue, saturation and light-
ness. Although there are a number of transformations available,
none of them seem to be completely successful in providing
understanding of the relationship between the original and the
reproduced color and the relationship between subjective and
objective evaluation. The Adams Chromatic Value System (modi- A
j.jlcu/ ljroi>ucfi.avojvy , icuisOii ano. ouj.o, 19 /l) j.^. wiuu^n iot oo.i.s
project to interpret the color measurements because of its
reasonable simplicity, and its quite close correspondence to
what is believed to be the actual mechanism of color vision.
The modifications of the Adams Chromatic Value System are
as follows:
1. Colorimetric densities of red, green and blue (D., D
X. CJ
and D. ) from the SSC, which are analogous to the tristimulus
values x, Y and Z are used for calculating the chromatic com
ponent.
2. Luminance (Y) = y
Where R 100 (10_Dr)
g = ioo (io~Dg)
B = 100 (10~D~->)
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3. Darkness (F*) = 117 - 25
Y1/3
or 100 - 8Y
4. Saturation, (S) , is defined as the distance between
the color and the neutral axis.
S -
(r2
+
b2,1/2
Where : The horizontal redness-greenness axis (r) =2.5** (F - F )
g r
sness-yellowness (b) = (F
1/3
The vertical axis, blue - F, )
or 100 - - 8 R
or 100 - - 8 G
or 100 - - 8 B
and F = 117 - 25 R
r
F = 117 - 25
G1/3
g
P. = 117 - 25
B1/3
The formula on the right is used when Y < i
-1
5. Hue angle (h) = tan (b/r)
The colorimetric densities, darkness, hue angle and satu
ration were plotted into four different types of graph, which
are found to be useful in analyzing the relationship between
the original and reproduced color.
*F (for "Finsternis" to avoid confusion with l=D" for
density)
**To compensate the inequality of saturation in redness
and blueness, a constant 2.5 is multiplied to (F - F ).
:m
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1. Subjective Evaluation
1 . 1 Visual estimation of the aesthetic quality of the
reproduction without comparing with the original .
The reproduction (Figure 1) is on the dark side. The
skin-tone looks quite good, but the high-light in the face
appears slightly bluish (and slightly gray, possibly because
of make-up) ; the shadow in the face around the temples is
toward reddish-brown . Magenta hue looks toward red , cyan and
green toward blue. The blue., red and yellow hues are repro
duced quite good. The color saturation of the magenta, the
green and the red is high. The blue, the cyan and the yellow
are desaturated. The high-light contrast is relatively high
and the shadow area is too dark. The aesthetic quality c-f the
reproduction is satisfactory .
1 . 2 Visual comparison of the reproduction and the original ,
a . Visual comparison of the reproduction and the
original transparency.
When considering the whole picture, it appears
lighter than the transparency; without the transparency it
appears on the dark side. Highlight contrast on the face is
higher than in the transparency. The area around the temples
looks toward reddish-brown in the reproduction, but looks brown
in the original.
The reproduction of the Kodak gray scale appears
slightly more blue ond. cyan, the low density area is darker
17
than in the original. The contrast is good.
The silver gray scale has reproduced pink in step No. 2,
the bluish cyan has appeared in the middle tone, and the shadows
look reddish-brown. The original step-tablet is neutral gray.
Tone-reproduction in general is good.
Hues of the red, blue and yellow of the color chart and
the Kodak Color patches are reproduced accurately. The low
density area of the green appears more blue, the magenta looks
toward red, and the cyan shifts toward blue,
The saturation of the magenta, green and red in the repro
duction is higher than that of the original transparency, but
the blue, cyan and yellow are desaturated in the reproduction.
mhr color" -rt *-h-3 o.rigin~l or? b-.:. g^ter -nd cle?ner *-Ea~ 4-^~'-~
of the reproduction and some of them are non-reproducible .
b. Visual Comparison of the Reproduction and the
Original Scene.
The color chart of the reproduction is compared with
the original color chart and it is found that the hue of the
magenta, blue, red and yellow are reproduced almost the same
as in the original scene, but the green is shifted toward blue
in the reproduction.
The saturation of the magenta, the green and the red
is higher than the original scene, except the highlight area
(Tint 4, Tint 3 and Tint 2) . The blue, the cyan and the yellow
are desaturated.
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2. Tone-reproduction analysis
The Analysis
The arrangement of the graphs simplifies the use of the
diagram (Figure 2 and 3) . Note that in the right-hand column
in each step, the gray scale densities as they are produced
by the given steps in the process* are plotted against the
density of the original silver gray scale. The Y co-ordinates
of the two columns in each step are the same, with the excep
tion of the step in (Quadrant VI and VII) . * And, the Y co-ordi
nates of the graphs in each step become the X co-ordinate of
the graph plotting in the left-hand column in the following one,
The graph in Quadrant la is the characteristic curve of
the mask film. The curve shapes of the masks in Quadrant I are
well matched and are reasonable, both in overall contrast and
without abrupt changes in contrast anywhere in their scale. A
three-step gray scale (A, M and B)is used for controlling the
process. (The three steps have densities of 0.4, 1.3 and 2.4
respectively for the original transparency); but, of course,
a complete gray scale was used for the T. R. analysis.
The contrast of masks is expressed as a percentage (repre
senting the average gradient between two fixed points A and B
on the original gray scale) .
*Description of process and data for plotting the tone-
reproduction diagram of a transparency masking method (Figures
2 and 3) will be described in the Appendix.
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Figure 2
TONE REPRODUCTION DIAGRAM FOR A TRANSPARENCY MASKING METHOD
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Figure 3
TONE REPRODUCTION DIAGRAM FOR A TRANSPARENCY MASKING METHOD
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The percentage of the green-filter mask* (Y) used in making
the blue-filter negative is 42%.
The percentage of the magenta-filter mask (M) used in making
the green-filter negative is 40%.
The percentage of the magenta-filter mask (C) used in making
the red-filter negative is 41%.
The gamma of the masks is found to be 0.5.
Each mask is registered with the transparency, and their
densities are added and again plotted against the silver gray
scale values.
Since the color correction has been accomplished in the
masking steps, the two most important problems remaining in
the rest of the reproduction are those of tone reproduction and
color balance. These characteristics depend on the reproduction
of separation negatives and all the following steps. The graphs
in Quadrant II show the negative characteristic curves that
result from using three different filters. The curves in
Quadrant III are actual curves obtained from the contact ex
posure. The density range (A B) of cyan-, magenta-, yellow-
and black- printer negatives are 1.4, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.4 respec
tively. High-light contrast (density range A M) of cyan-,
magenta-, yellow- and black- printer negatives are found to be
0.8, 0.6, 0.68 and 0.6 respectively.
*A percentage of a mask = 100 x_ density range (A 3) of mask
density range (A B) lioage
with which it is combined,
in this case the original step
tablet.
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The graphs in Quadrant IV show the screening character
istic (that is, the relationship of the dot area of the
positive to the continuous-tone density from which it was made)
that result from using three different filters.
The graphs on the right in Quadrant V are plotted of the
percent dot areas* of the silver gray scale in the halftone
positive. Fortunately, Kodak's elliptical magenta contact
screen (150 lines per inch, positive type) gives fairly good
highlight contrast in halftone positives. The cyan printer
shows higher contrast than the yellow and magenta printers.
The black printer is also plotted in this quadrant, and shows
high contrast in the shadow area.
The next sle-z io to ar.~lyz,. "hat, characteristics the
individual printers - cyan, magenta and yellow must have in
order to produce a balanced gray scale with the required den
sities. Under these conditions, equivalent neutral density
(END) ** was plotted along the Y co-ordinate against percent
dot area of positive in Quadrant VI. Note that, to reproduce
a neutral gray, the magenta and yellow printer require a
smaller dot area than the cyan. For example, to produce a
neutral density of 0.8, a 36% yellow dot, 37.5% magenta dot
and 61.5% dot of cyan are required. The black printer does not
affect the color balance.
?Photometric measurement of dot area will be described
in the Appendix.
**END determination will be described in the Appendix.
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The black printer is plotted in Quadrant VII, along with
the three-color; which is somewhat flat in the shadows, and the
four-color, which shows satisfactory reproduction. The gradient
of middletones and light tones of four-color (reproduction den
sity about 0,2 to 0.8) is found to be 0.7. The four-color den
sity is less than the sum of the three-color and black printer
densities because of additivity failure*.
In Quadrant VIa , the single ink density. is plotted against
percent dot area of positive; the curve is to be called the
"press-plate curve", which shows plates, press, ink and paper
characteristics .
Single ink density of cyan, magenta and yellow obtained
from conventional densitometer reading is p3otted against den
sity of original step tablet in Quadrant Vila to show the
amount of individual inks required to produce three-color proof.
The plot of the END against the density of the individual
inks (measured through a complementary filter) in Quadrant VIII
is found to be useful, because this density is used in evaluat
ing the individual images.
END of the individual inks is plotted against density of the
original step tablet in Quadrant IX to give direct information
about the color balance, If the three inks in any area are equal
in END, this area is neutral by definition. Details will be
presented later.
*When several inks ore superimposed, the density of the
combination measured through a color-separation filter, is ofcen
considerably less than the sum of the densities of the individual
ink (Yule and Clapper, 1956).
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Discussion
To examine this tone reproduction diagram for a transparency
masking method in more detail from the beginning; the masks are
made directly from the original, so there is a free choice of
color filter in making the mask, which results in slightly
better color correction. The green-filter (No. 58) mask (Y)
used in making the blue-filter negative, corrects for the blue
absorption of the magenta and cyan inks. The magenta-filter
(No. 33) mask (M) , used in making the green-filter negative,
differs only slightly from a red-filter mask, since the chosen
filter transmits only a little blue light. The mask corrects
primarily for the green density of the cyan ink. The small
amount of blue light transmitted by the magenta-filter with
wmcn r.nis masjs. a iitane jjiij.wJ.^.jr ^.-~~zz _~g _
r*~~~-*
sity of the yellow ink, but it has more effect on blues and
violets than on yellows. The orange-filter (No. 85B) mask (C)
for the red-filter separation is also not very different from
the red-filter mask, and therefore acts primarily as a
contrast-
reducing rather than a color correcting mask. However, the
small amount of green light transmitted by this filter corrects
for the red absorption of the magenta ink, which is rather small
but not quite negligible. It increases the amount of cyan in
cyans and greens, and decreases the amount in reds.
The mask is made slightly unsharp, by the use of a diffu
sion sheet. The combination of this negative unsharp mask with
the original transparency makes the reproduction appear sharper
in detail. The gamma of the mask is 0.50, this is the approxi
mate gamma which has been found by experience (Yule, 1967, pp.
56) to give satisfactory results with average process inks.
The mask percentage will be compared to that obtained from the
color triangle in the evaluation of ink color later. The
masked step tablet curves show the effect of the masks on the
curve shape of the original transparency, that is, the contrast
of the highlight and the shadow is increased.
It is seen that the separation negatives shown in Quadrant
III are not of equal contrast; the magenta and yellow printer
negatives are lower in contrast than the cyan. The negatives
are made with tne proper imbalance according to the Kodak
three-aimpoint control method, so that the gray scale always
reproduces neutral and the reproduction has the correct color
balance. The imbalance is necessary because less magenta and
yellow than cyan are required in each step of gray scale in
order to produce a neutral. The density range (A B) of the
cyan printer negative is 1.40, which satisfied the aim of the
three-aimpoint control method. There is some inaccuracy in
the last step of the scale, because of the edge effect, which
accounts for the unusually low toe on the negatives. The Kodak
magenta contact screen has been chosen for this purpose because
the contrast can be varied uniformly over a fairly wide range
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by merely changing the lxght filter. The screening curves
Quadrant IV are almost identical for the magenta and yellow
printer; the screening curve for the cyan filter is shifted
to the right in middletones, but the highlight end of the
screening curve is not shifted, they all come together at the
end. The shape of this highlight end of the scale has been
adjusted by flash exposure, and the cyan had less flash. The
screening curve for the black printer is shifted to the left,
*
because no black is desired except in the shadow end of the
scale. The silver gray scale in. the halftone positive is
plotted in terms of the percent dot area in Quadrant V. The
dot area scale is used because it corresponds more closely to
the way in which one judges halftone dots visually. This is
j-ui^uitaAi., sj.i;i;c une curves have mure meaning when they can be
related to subjective evaluation. Like the separation nega
tives, the halftone positives are produced having the proper
imbalance. END curves in Quadrant VI* indicate that for the
reproduction of a neutral gray, the cyan printer requires more
dot area than the magenta and yellow.
The four-color, three-color and black proofs indicate
additivity failure in Quadrant VII. To determine how much
black must be added to a given three-color proof to produce a
*The graph Quadrant VI is obtained from independent data
(Quadrant Via and VIII), are not like the other graphs, while
the graph Quadrant VII is direct measurement of visual density,
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desired four-color density, the additivity diagram (Yule,
1967, p 2 84) is found to be useful. The slope of the four-
color tone reproduction curve is exactly 0.7* in the lighter
half of the scale. The tone reproduction of four-color looks
fairly good, although the optinum has not been clearly
established, and this transparency was on the underexposed
side so a toe might be desirable.
The single ink density curves , Quadrant Vila, show that
the density of cyan ink must be higher than that of the magenc;
and yellow .inks to produce neutral grays.
The overall tone-reproduction and color balance curve,
shown in (Quadrant IX) indicates that the magenta and yellow
halftones are "Flat in the middle tone, so that they would net
be strong enough to balance the cyan, that is the reason why
the middle tone of silver gray scale in reproduction appears
more cyan. In the highlights and shadows, the cyan curve is
flat; this corresponds to the visual evaluation of the repro
duction, that the light-tone of silver gray scale appears pink
and the shadows appear a reddish brown. The pink and brownish
colors are because the cyan END is low in these regions. To
correct the highlights of cyan error in the reproduction, a
flash exposure in the cyan halftone positive is required and
*It appears that a. four-color tone reproduction curve,
with a slope of about 0.7 (or 6.5-0-8) in the lighter half
of the scale,is usually best (Yule, 1967, p. 113).
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the detail exposure in the cyan halftone positive should be
reduced or the change in filtration during making halftone
positive, so as to increase the contrast of the yellow and the
magenta, is required (Clapper, 1953) .
The three-color curve in Quadrant VII agrees well with the
mean of the END's of the cyan and magenta (shown in Graph IX)
since the yellow doesn't contribute appreciably to the visual
density. The shape of the END curves indicates a slight lack
of shadow contrast, and this is one reason why a black printer
is normally used. By using a black printer which extends only
the deeper tones, a long-range transparency gets more black
in reproduction.
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3. Evaluation of Ink Color.
Interpretation of the plots* on the Color Triangle.
It is difficult to relate the plot quantitatively to the
reproduction in this project because of the use of different
filters and because, in reproducing a transparency, part of
the mask can be regarded as being for contrast reduction
rather than correcting for the ink deficiencies.
Straight lines between the plots (Figure 4) of the three
actual primary ink colors show the possible gamut of in-between
colors that can be produced by these inks. A straight line
connecting any two of the ink plots locates the possible colors
that can be produced by overprinting the two connected sub-
tractive primaries. Color which plots outside the resulting
triangle cannot be produced by the set of inks .
The yellow ink is close to ideal. A red-shade magenta
has been used instead of a true magenta; that means the green
filter mask for the yellow printer must be increased to correct
for this, otherwise magenta will reproduce too red. However,
this high percentage mask would overcorrect the reproduction of
cyan colors which would reproduce too blue. In Preucil's terra
this is the condition which he calls "unbalanced inks." The
balance can be improved by using the 47 B filter, as in this
project. Grayness of magenta is relatively small, so cleanness
*The plot of the color triangle is described in the Appexdix.
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of magenta is high. The cyan hue shifts to blue; cleanness
of cyan is also relatively high. Combinations of yellow and
magenta (red) fall outside the triangle, which is an exception
to the statement mentioned above. The green coordinate falls
on the straight line connecting the yellow and cyan. Blue
coordinate falls inside the triangle. Red and blue show
additivity failure of yellow and magenta, and cyan and magenta
respectively. The predicted grayness of red, green and blue
are found to be 15, 39 and 54 percent respectively. This is
obtained by observing where the line connecting the two pri
maries crosses the 100% hue error line. In many cases, only
two main masks are used, a red filter mask (M) for the magenta
..J cj.. jJiL^w^, and a green filter n>u^^ {') f^ the yellow
printer. The required percentage of the green filter mask (Y)
is found to be 64, by drawing a line from the cyan vertex
through the plotted magenta to. the scale on the opposite side
of the triangle. The percentage of the red filter mask (M)
is found to be 31, by drawing a line from the yellow vertex
through the plotted cyan to the scale on the opposite side of
the triangle .
Discussion
The GATF method of evaluation of process ink is easy
to use and understand, and sufficiently precise for the in
tended puspose. This system can be critized for several rea
sons; that is, the spectral sensitivities of the measuring
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instrument are not properly related to the sensitivity of the
eye. In spite of this, it correlates quite well with color in
most cases; in fact, if it did not, color reproduction would
be unsuccessful with these color separation filters. The
spectral sensitivity of the measuring instruments is not standard
ized? neither does it correspond to the sensitivity of photo
graphic film. It does not, therefore, read true actinic densities,
and the results may vary from one instrument* to another.
From plotting, the hue errors of the yellow is toward
red. The shifts of cyan and magenta toward blue and red cor
respond to the visual evaluation. The filter densities of red
and blue show additivity failure of the pairs of two individual
inks. The hues of the two- and the three -color nv*riaps, on
the other hand, vary widely according to the ink strength and
ink-film thickness. As a matter of fact, the word "hue"
should not be used in this connection, because the hue error
does not correlate exactly with visual hue. A possible alter
native would be to call it "actinic hue error" (Yule's sug
gestion 1967, p. 165). The word "error" should not be used in
this connection too, since it merely refers to the difference
between an ink and imaginary idealized ink of doubtful value.
Grayness of the yellow, red, magenta and green are
relatively low, these colors can be considered to be clean.
Grayness is nearly independent of pigment concentration or ink
film thickness (IFT) and is not the opposite of saturation,
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because the saturation is almost proportional to IFT at
least if IFT is fairly low. Also, hue error and grayness
in this system are not the same as hue error and color
saturation in the visual evaluation and the GARC colori
metric method.
The mask percentage obtained from color triangle is
correct only if the color densities photograph in the same
way as they measure on a color densitometer,' i.e. using a
tunsten light source. Also, of course, only if the mask
filters are the same as the separation filters. It is
therefore difficult to relate this plot quantitatively to
the reproduction in this project because of the use of dif
ferent filters and because, in reproducing a transparency
part of the mask can be regarded as being for contrast re
duction rather than correcting for the ink difficiencies.
3U
4. The GARC Colorimetric System.
The Plot of the Color Reproduction Graph.
The red, green and blue colorimetric densities are ob
tained from the measurements on the original scene (Figure 1) ,
the original transparency and the reproduction (Figure 1) .
These measurements are made at 40 spots on the color chart
and the Kodak gray scale of the original scene, and 119 spots
in the picture area, the silver step tablet, the Kodak gray
scale, the Kodak color patches and the color chart of the
transparency and the reproduction. After the colorimetric
densities have been transformed into the parameters of hue,
saturation and darkness, four types of graph* showing color
reproduction characteristics can be plotted as follows:
1. Colorimetric density of reproduction vs-original (Figure
5.1, 5.2, 5.3), using red, green and blue points to indicate
the coordinates of colorimetric densities. This type of graph
is particularly useful for near-neutrals, as an indication of
color balance.
Figure 5.1 is the plot of colorimetric densities of the
Kodak gray scale of the reproduction vs. the
original scene.
Figure 5.2 is the plot of colorimetric densities of the
Kodak gray scale of the reproduction vs.
the original trans
parency -
*The data for plotting four types of graph are shown
in the Appendix,
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Figure 5.3 is the plot of colorimetric densities of the
silver step tablet of the reproduction vs. the original trans
parency.
2. Darkness of reproduction vs, original (Figure 6.1, 6.2)
indicating the approximate hue by means of colored points and
the approximate saturation of reproduction by the size of the
point. This type of graph is shown the tone reproduction.
Figure 6.1 is the plot of darkness of the reproduction
vs. the original scene.
Figure 6.2 is the plot of darkness of the reproduction
vs. the original transparency.
3. Saturation ratio vs. darkness of reproduction (Figure 7.1,
7.2) using the same color code as in (2).
Figure 7.1 is the plot of saturation ratio S'/S (the re
production / the original scene) vs. darkness of the reproduc
tion (F1).
Figure 7.2 is the plot of saturation ratio S'/S (the re
production / the original transparency) vs, darkness of the re
production
(F' ) .
4. The plot representing hue (Figure 8), is a set of three
concentric circles in which the inner circle represents the
hue of the original scene, the middle circle represents the hue
of the original transparency and the outer circle represents
the hue of the reproduction.
i|0
Analysis of the Plots and Discussion
The plot of the color reproduction graph can be analyzed
and discussed under the headings of color balance, tone repro
duction, hue and saturation as follows:
Color balance
When colorimetric densities of the reproduction versus
the colorimetric densities of the original are plotted, infor
mation about color balance of reproduced color is obtained.
The plot of colorimetric densities of the reproduction
versus the original scene (Figure 5.1) shows a shift of con
trast balance, that is, the blue-filter densities curve is
'Lifted to the right. This indicates more- line in the repro
duction, and the result corresponds to the visual evaluation.
The plot of colorimetric densities of the reproduction
versus the original transparency (Kodak gray scale) (Figure
5.2) shows different slopes in the highlight and the shadow
area. This indicates nonuniform in reproducing Kodak gray
scale. In the middle tone, the red-filter density curve is
shifted to the left. The indication of graph in the middle
tone corresponds to the visual evaluation that the repro
duction appears bluish cyan.
The colorimetric density graph of the reproduction versus
the original transparency (silver step tablet) (Figure 5.3)
indicates also the contrast balance. The blue-filter density
graph is shifted to the right, but the three curves come
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together at the highlight end. This means, the reproduction
should appear near neutral in the highlight area and appear
more blue in the middle tone and shadow. This type of curve
is more closely related to the visual evalution of the re
production and corresponds closely to the visual density
curve quadrent !X (END of single color proofs) of tone repro
duction diagram. However, there are also some differences
in the result, that is, the highlight area of colorimetric
curve indicates near neutral, but the END of single color
proofs indicates a reddish color in the highlight and
shadow area. The END of single color corresponds more closely
to the visual evaluation than the colorimetric graphs.
The reproduction of silver step tablet does not neces
sarily agree exactly in balance with the picture, because of
metamerism*; the example for this are shown by the colorimetric
curves Figure 5.2, 5.3. Although silver step tablet is com
monly used to control reproduction processes.
*Because of the differences in the two dye systems and the
step tablet, corresponding areas in the original and its repro
duction can not be spectrophotometrically the same. Objects of
the same color but with different spectrophotometric curves are
termed "metameric".
kz
Tone-Reproduction
Consider the colorimetric curves of the reproduction
versus the original scene (Figure 5.1) . The average gamma of
the red- and green-filter density curves is found to be one.
It should be remembered that the mean of the red- and green-
filter density curves is almost exactly equal to the visual
density curve. The reproduction of gamma one is considered to
be the best (Nelson's* studies). The average gamma of the red-
and green-filter density curves vs the transparency is found la
be 0.75 (for Figure 5.2) and 0.65 (for Figure 5.3). Theoe two
gamma values correspond quite closely to the slope of the
visual density curves (Quadrant VII, IX, Figure 2 and 3, Tone-
reproduction diagram) which is found to be 0-7.
When these colorimetric densities are converted to dark
ness and replotted, the darkness graph of reproduction versus
original scene is obtained in Figure 6.1, and the darkness
graph of reproduction versus original transparency is obtained
in Figure 6.2. This darkness graph is a nearly straight line
and also corresponds to the colorimetric curve.
The darkness range of the reproduction is found to be
less than those of the original scene (Figure 6.1), and the
original transparency (Figure 6.2). The tone scale has been
*Nelson studied the relationship between the reproduction
and the original scene. He found that the print must have
gamma of about one. (This has been studied in black-and-white
photography) .
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investigated, and it is found that the slope of the tone repro
duction curve in the light end of the scale is very close to a
45-degree line. The middle tone of the reproduction is darker
than that of the original scene (Figure 6.1), the slope of the
light middle tone is found to be 0.95, which also agrees with
Nelson's studies.
The darkness in the middle tone of the reproduction is
almost the same as in the original transparency (Figure 6.2),
the slope of the light middle tone is found to be 0.72, which
also corresponds quite closely to the slope of the visual
density curves (Quadrant VII, IX in Tone-reproduction diagram)
in the lighter half of the scale, which is found to be 0.7.
The: contrast in the shadows* is reproduced lower than that in
the original transparency.
When we consider the whole tone scale, the reproduction is
darker than the original scene (Figure 6.1), and this result-
corresponds to the visual comparison between the reproduction
and the original scene (color chart) . The darkness of the
reproduction in the light tone is more than that of the original
*There is no information about the shadow contrast in
the graph (Figure 6.1), because the color chart has only 5
steps, and the last step is not dark enough. The color chart
was photographed two times; one was normal-exposure, the
other-
was three stops underexposed. Therefore, the transparency
contains two color charts from the light to the dark scales.
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transparency, the same in the middle tone, but in the shadows
the darkness of the reproduced colors is less than the original
transparency. All these results also correspond to the visual
comparison of the reproduction and the original transparency.
In the darkness graph (Figure 6.1, 6.2), the approximate
color saturation is indicated by the size of the circle and
the hue by coloring of the points. By the use of this code one
can see at a glance if, for example, most of the scatter of the
points is due to green and cyan reproducing too dark, red
and. magenta reproduced pretty good in the middle tone, but too
light in the light tone. Blue is on the dark side, and
yellow is satisfactory. The observations also correspond to
*-^~ visual comparison part.
Color saturation
The estimation of color saturation of the reproduction is
obtained from the saturation ratio (s/s) , which is the ratio of
the reproduction saturation to that of the original. By plotting
the darkness of the reproduced color versus the saturation ratio
(Figure 7.1 and 7.2) on a log scale so that a wide range of
values is accommodated on a compact graph, the approximate hue
is indicated by coloring the points, and the size of the point
indicates color saturation of the reproduction. One can see at
a glance how the color saturation varied throughout the tone
scale. Saturation ratios of more than one indicate the saturation
of reproduced color greater than the original, while those smaller
h$
than one mean desaturation. These graphs are mounted next to
the darkness graphs so that corresponding points can be easily
identified.
The graph (Figure 7.1) indicates that the saturation in
the middle tone of the green and the magenta is greater than
the original scene; the red, the blue and the cyan are almost
the same as the original scene, but light and dark colors are
desaturated. This corresponds to visual comparison of the
reproduction and the original scene (color chart) .
The graph. (Figure 7.2) indicates that the reproduction
saturation in the middle tone of the red, green, magenta and
orange is greater than the original transparency; the blue,
cyan and yellow are desaturated, and all colors are desaturated
in the light and dark area. The indication of the saturation
graphs also corresponds exactly to the visual comparison of the
reproduction to the original transparency.
Loss of saturation in the highlights is due to the toe of
the reproduction process and the degrading effect of the half
tone pattern. There is also a serious loss of saturation in
the shadows because of the presence of black ink* in the
shadows.
*Black ink is added to the shadows so as to increase the
shadow contrast and density.
U6
Hue
Hue of the red and the blue in the reproduction are
reproduced almost the same as in the original transparency and
the original scene (Figure 8) , the cyan is shifted toward blue
in the transparency (relative to the original scene) and is
reproduced the exact cyan again in the reproduction; the green
is shifted toward blue both in the original transparency and
in the reproduction (relative to the original scene) ; the
yellow is shifted toward red also, both in the transparency and
the reproduction (relative to the original scene) .
Kodak Ektachrome transparencies always have slightly
bluish gray, because this gives the most pleasing result on the
="> , . Thi? ooroovato f_r o^...e of the iiut shij'uo In ui^ u;.ajis-
parency.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the subjective evaluation of the reproduction, the
original transparency, the original scene color scales, the
GARC viewing conditions are used and found to be very useful
because the transparency can be evaluated as if it were a
reflection print. The modification of the four-color tone
reproduction diagram seems to be worthwhile, especially the.
graph of the END of single color proof versus the original
steptablet is very useful as an indication of a shift of the
color balance which corresponds quite closely to the visual
evaluation. It is not successful to combine the tone-repro
duction analysis, the GATF evaluation of ink color and the
gaxC colorimetric system into one system or analyses of the
color reproduction process as we hoped at the beginning.,
because the masking and separation filters used do not corre
spond to the GATF system and the hue errors and grayness
do not correspond with the visual hue and the color saera
tion. The results of the measurements of the red-green-and-
blue density in the END determination prove that densitometer
readings with the conventional filters are unsuitable for
accurate specification of printing ink colors, and the GARC
small spot colorimeter can substitute for this. Color scales
made up of color patches, for a more complete study of the
reproduction process, are helpful for plotting the darkness
graphs. The GARC colorimeter system using the parameters of
ij.8
colorimetric densities, hue, saturation and darkness for
plotting graphs is extremely useful in the analysis of color
errors of the reproduction comparing it to the original
transparency and the original scene, because the results
correspond quite well to the subjective judgment. The tone-
reproduction graph, and the colorimetric graph indicating the
color balance correspond to the four-color tone-reproduction
analysis. However, the GARC colorimetric method which deals
with all colors, tells only the end result of the tone-repro
duction and the color balance and is not intended to be a
complete substitute for subjective evaluations and the step-
by-step tone-reproduction analysis of the reproduction process ,
which only tell about gray.. The combination of these three
systems into one system for analysis of the color reproduction
process can be considered to be of great advantage. The slops
of the visual density graph of the four-color proof is exactly
0.7 in the lighter half of the scale, and this is considered
as a good reproduction. The colorimetric graph of the silver
gray scale and the Kodak gray scale have different slopes.
This is possibly due to metamerism and, if so, the use of the
silver steptablet may be misleading.
The reproduction is on the dark side because of the
underexposed transparency, so more toe is needed to compensate
for this. The shift of color balance to a bluish cyan in
the middletones can be improved by adjusting the filtration
when making halftone positives, and more flash exposure
J.o
of the cyan is needed to correct the shift of color balance
to a reddish color in the highlights. The desaturation of
the blue can be improved by increasing the mask percentage
of the green filter mask (Y) and increasing the development
time of the blue filter negative. The improvement of the
color saturation of cyan and yellow can be done in the sane
way ,
ft0
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Part 1
Experimental Procedure
-
11 ii i ii
1 Preparation of original color transparency
Test objects - a girl in a colorful blouse
- Kodak gray scale
Kodak color patches
- Color Chart
Silver gray scale (was attached to the
color transparency later)
Camera - 4x5 inches view camera (in studio 3,
Prof. -Photography)
- Lens Komura F5 , 300 mm. LNO 340 3282
- Shutter Copal No, 3 SNO 671,600
Film - Kodak Ektachrome Film (4"x5"), daylight
type, ASA 50
Process K-J
Electronic Flash - Speedotron C - 600 #5074
Exposure meter for this electronic flash
is "calumet"
Color temperature = daylight, flash duration
1/1000 second
Lighting
Contrast- Main light or direct light
_ 4_ (at test
Fill-in light or bounced light 1 object)
Main light or direct light _ 2_ (at green
Background light 1 background)
Exposure -
For' the girl,Kodak gray scale,Kodak color
patches and color Chart No. 1
f - number 11; exposure time
1/125"
For color Chart No. 2
f - number 32; exposure time 1/12
5"
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2 Production* of masks, continuous-tone separation negatives,
halftone positives, printing plates, and progressive proors.
2.1 Summary of ipask making using Kodak Pan Masking Film,
Mask Code Kodak Wratten
Filter No.
Kodak Wratten
Neutral Density
Filter No. 96
Exposure Time
(seconds)
Development * *
Time
(minutes)
C (for R.F.N.T 85B (orange) 1.00 30" 1.38
M (for G.F.N.) 33 (magenta ) - 12" 1.38
r (for B.F.Ni) 58 (green) - 50" 1.20
2.2 Summary of separation negative making using
Kodak Separation Negative, Type I
i Printer
i
Kodak
Filter No.
Kodak Wratten
NfiitTal D"T,"t"
Filter No. 96
Mask Used
over
Transparency
^vno c tj o
(seconds)
'
0 1 *-
(minutes)
T +
1. cyan 25 1.0 C 18" 2.125'
2. magenta 58 0.4 M 15" 1.40'
3. yellow 47B 0.2 Y 15" 2.0'
58 - M 15"
h. Black 25 - Y 13" 1.^-0
1+7B - Y 8"
?Production in Case-Koyt Frinters
??Development in K-Versatone developer
?~*R.F.N.,G.F.N, and B.o.N. are red, green and blue filter
negatives respectively.
eg?
2.3 Summary of halftone positive making
using Kodalith Ortho Film, Type 3
Halftorn
positive
sSeparatio
Negative
used
a Kodak
3 magenta
Contact
screen*
Detail
exposure
(minute)
Flash
exposure*
(second)
Development
t ime * * *
(minute)
1 . Cyan Cyan ii 3 2o 3
2.magentJ i magenta tt 3 3o 3
5. yellow yellow it 3 35 3
4.black black n V5 15 1.4-
* Kodak magenta contact screen is 15o lines per inch,pooiti,a
type screene
** Flask exposure is the second exposure after the first
detail exposure. The first exposure is not sufficient to
bring out the dot formation required in the halftone or
proper reproduction in printing* An additional flash
exposure through the contact screen (without the negative)
is required to form halftone dots, so as to form a bit more
toe in the halftone positive.
A flash lamp is located in the dark room, where it can
illuminate the entire film back area evenly.
""??Development in ICcdalith developer ( A:B = 1:1 ),68 F,
agitation 2-1/2 'in AP.-16-4oY Tray.
a8
2.4 FLOW DIAGRAM OF 4-COLOR REPRODUCTION PROCESS
Mask Filters
Separation
Filters
Masks
Separation
Negatives
Ifelftone
Screen
Rilftone
Positives
irinting
Hates
Transparency
j
85 B+1.0 33 58
l
I
L
i
i
i
i
25 H-1.0 58+0.4 47B+ 0.2 58 25 47B
i
Mask C
I
M ask M M ask Y
j .
Y I v
LMJJ
< ' ' ' r ' r i ' w
Cyan
Neg.
Magenta
Neg.
Yellow
Neg.
Black
Neg.
' ' ' r " > '
Cyan
Pos.
Magenta
Pos.
Yellow
Pos.
Black
Pos.
' 1 > 1
Cyan Magenta
~
Yellow Black
4-Color proof
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05034 - CASE - HOYT - FRIDAY - 2/26/71
0% GRAY BALANCE CHART
s
95
901
85
80 I
75
70 j
65
60 1
50
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
75
30
30
25
20
15
10
G
Y
R
M
B
C
3C
15
15
12
9
6
MAGENTA PRINTER
CYAN PRINTER
S 90 80 70 60 50 40 : : 2 : 10
Figure 9 Color IXcoroXoction of the GATF Gray Xalanoe Chart
The 3-Color scale in the lower rig at corner (gO )
is formed by yellow,magenta, and cyan loo areas
which are ooual in size.
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Dot Area measurement
Density is not a good indication of dot area, since a
considerable increase in dot area in the shadows of a halftone
negative corresponds to little change in density. In a half
tone negative with sharp dots and perfectly clear openings
between the dots, the percent dot area is equal to the percent
absorption of the image (averaged over the area of at least
100 dots) obtained by subtracting its transmittance from 100.
This may be expressed as follows:
a = 1 - T
or % dot area = 100 - T
(a = the fractional area occupied by the black dot,
T = transmittance of dot image)
A densitometer with a linear scale of transmittance,
instead of a scale of density, can conveniently be used for
this purpose. Alternatively, the density readings from an
ordinary densitometer can be converted to percent absorption
or dot area by the following equation:
D
1-a
D = the integrated
density*
*The term "integrated density", referring to the density
of a halftone measured with the dots out of focus, is a
convenient term, although rather misleading, since it is the
reflectance or transmittance, rather than the density, which
is integrated, (Yule, 1943, p. 474).
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The Table A3 (Yule, 1967, p. 252 and 253) is found to be
useful to convert density to percent absorption or dot area
(hard dot) . For a typical halftone, at least, there is very
little error in dot area measurement by densitometers due to
image transmittance (H. B. Archer, 1966) .
A semi-darkfield densitometer (Yule, 1943) which is a
modified densitometer, was used for measurement of percent dot
area, because it gives very accurate readings, although in this
experiment the semi-darkfield feature was not essential because
hard-dot halftones were used.
In this experiment, a halftone positive made from a
continuous-tone negative by exposing through a halftone screen
is Known as a sofc-dot hall cone, lor the most accuiui.c ^.v-u^^c
ments of dot area, hard-dot halftone negatives were made by
contact printing from the soft-dot halftone, using Kodalith
Ortho Film, Type 3 (ESTAR Base) . Adjust the percent dot area
meter (Densichron SS 100) so that it measures zero density when
reading a clear, unexposed area of the processed hard-dot half
tone negative film. The percent dot area of
positive* is
obtained by subtracting the percent dot area of negative from
100. The result is shown in the following table.
?Method of determining dot areas as mentioned above, does
not give exactly the true dot area, although this is not a
serious matter because it is consistent throughout the work.
END Determination
A basic requirement for the color reproduction process
is to produce a gray scale. The GATF greiy balance chart
(Figure 9) was used in the experiment to determine END. The
method of establishing the proper gray balance has been
suggested by Elyjiw and Preucii (1964) .
The purpose of the END determination is to locate the
tint areas of yellow and magenta which neutralize the tints
of cyan ink. The visual selection of yellow and magenta
"squares" is facilitated by viewing the square through a small
window punched in a gray scale. The neutral gray squares.
selected by visual appraisal are checked with a small-spot
colorimeter. The red, green and blue readings of the END
squares are found to be approximately equal.
The density of cyan, magenta and yellow in the single
color proofs, which
correspond'
to the squares selected above,
is measured. The data is shown in the following table.
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Data for plotting Tone-reproduction diagram(cont)
d>
?j dot area no. R,G,ScB Densities
;
i
R,G,&B Densities!
o
cd *
indicated in Single ink** at ths EITD areas at the LXX aroaoj
rH O the gray balanc< : end* density (using densitome (using small spol
UrG
O O
chart ter) colorimeter)
C M Y C M Y R G B R n 3
1 S 8o 95 1 r O 1.2o 1.04 o.92 1 op 1,44 1.4c 1*2? 1*29 1.27
2 75 55 55 o.95 o.78 o.63 o.56 o.go
'
o.95 o.9E 0.91 0 . 9 0
O 5o 55 4o o.5o o.5o 0.4-1 0.38 o.6o 0.82 o.6c o.53 o.57 o.57 j
1
4 5o 2o 25 0.53 o.51 o.25 0.23 o.33 o.3o 0.29 o,29 0.29 o.29|
5 15 9 12 o.l5 o.2o 0.18 0.12 o.l5 o.l3 0.14 0.14 .- i 0w a J- . o.io- 1
I This data came1 ? ' ~^T " Z g 0
Quadrant VIII
This data came
Quadrant Vla&VIII
ohis data came
from curve- 0 Pig.o
Quadrant Vlak V
END
Single ink
density
c/6 dot area of
Positive
Density of orig.
steptablet
C M Y C H Y C l-i Y
1.4 1.25 l.o7 o.95 92.7 "0 cr 91.0 2.9o 2.52 2.75
1.2 l.o2 0.33 o.7S 82.5 72.0 75.o 2.34 2.28 2.2o
l.o 0.03 0.72 0.62 72.0 61.5 63.0 1.92 2.oo i
^
0.8 0.66 o.56 0.^,8 59.8 47,6 49.5 1.54 1.65 1.62
6.6 o.5o o.42 0.56 46.5 33.o 36.0 1.22 1.28 1.28
o,4 o36 0.29 o.26 32.2 19.5 27.7: > 0.92 o.SE I.08
o,2 o.23 o.2o o*16 19.5 9.o I0.5 0.68 o.52 0.56
0.1
... 1
o.l7 0.I6 o.lo lo. 5 5.3 4.o 0.43 o.4c 0.54
* END is obtained by measuring the visual density of the
neutral area through the neutral filter l;o. I06 of a
densitometer.
**Sxngle ini; density is obtained, by measuring the C.M and
Y densities in single color proofs,which correspond to
the END squuios through^ R (25),G (58),aoa 3 (47) .
Part_II
The GATE Color Triangle uses co-ordinates of percent hue error
and percent grayness, the co-ordinates are derived from the
low (L) , medium (K) and high (H) densitometer readings for
each patch of solid of the individual ink and overlaps of
pairs of the inks (Figure 9) . The data of measurement and
the co-ordinates are shown in the following table.
1
Ink color
Filter density
" ' -
Co-ordinates
SC25)K53) B(47) p Hue error
loo( H - 1)
c,j Graooioss
loo ( H )
H
H
O
m
0 1.26 o.41 0.12 25.44 9.52
M 0.17 1.21 0.74- 58.65 14.o5
Y o.o2 o.o7 0.84 6.1o 2.44
.
E 0.17 1.24 1.36 9o.oo 12.5c
G 1.24 o.4S ^ o o0#oo 52.63 38.71
B 1.19 1.35 o.72 74.58 53.33
r\ 1.23 1.47 1.36 54.17 8- 67
c
O
H
-P
H |
o
1 "
C+H 1.4-3 1.62 o.9o -
C+Y l*2c 0.43 o.96
X
M+Y o.l9 1.28 1.62 -
C*ii+Y 1.45
n C A 1.7'v
- - !
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The color triangle is made up of green, rod and blue sectors
(Figure lo)
Figure lo
Plotting of Color^ Triangle
The co-ordinates listed under percent hue error and percent
grayness will locate a color print in the sector having the
least density because the co-ordinates of the solid printed.
color will show the shift of color toward the least filter
density.
c/o hue error= 25.44, 0 grayness = 9,52
The cyan co-ordinate will locate in the Pi-sector.
fo hue error= 53.65, %> grayness = 14. o
The magenta co-ordinate will locate in the G-sector
c/> hue error= 6.I0 , c/o grayness = 2e44
The vellow co-ordinate will locate in the B-sector.
Cyan
Mafgenta
Yellow
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Part VIII
GARC Colorimetric System
Figure 1 1
Comparison^ Filter Packs Used for GARC Small Snot
Colorimeter and Densitometer
Filter Kodak Wratten Filter Nos.
Red
Green
Blue
Densitometer Colorimeter
25
58
47
106,38,cc.20M and 96 (neutral)
102,38 and 96
47,78,2c,cc203 and 96
100
LOO 500 600 700
WAVELENGTH nrn.
60
P.S2?iE^i25:_2_^232Bt2?_5:^
1. D-g, Dq, D-g, are red, green, and blue densities of the
original transparency (the first row ) , and of the
reproduction ( the second ro*,/ )
2, The highlight density o,53 of the transparency was
substracted from all transparency readings, so that
a density o.53 in the transparency has the same luminance
as a perfect diffuse white reflector.
3. P. and B mean redness and blueness.
4. SAT means saturation.
5. RATIO means saturation ratio of the reproduction to the
original .
6. ANGLE means hue angle.
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